Since f is a monotonically increasing function, f'(u) > 0, and the conditions for minimising E can be achieved by making (5) There is one more factor that has to be considered. This is the unbounded increase or decrease of U as x approaches 0 or 1. This problem can be eliminated by adding a fourth energy term E,, where E , =
Results:
The behaviour of the network was simulated on problems that with upto 36 modules. The results were compared to those obtained using the pairwise exchange method' for the same problems. Table 1 shows that the neural network gives 1&15% smaller wirelength placements than those of the pairwise 
Measurements:
The experimental set-up for the multipath propagation measurements involves the modulation of a 910MfIz signal by a train of 3ns (3dB width) pulses with 500x1s repetition period.* The stationary receiver includes a digital storage oscilloscope, coupled to a personal computer using the GPIB bus. The transmitter and receiver both use vertically polarised quarter-wave dipole antennas placed about 1.5m above the floor level. The short time variations studied in this letter are each of 5s duration. During these samples, 100 multipath profiles are stored in the digital oscilloscope, to be later transferred into the computer. The sampling rate of 20 samples/s is adequate to properly measure short time variations, because the Doppler spread of the indoor channel is less than 10Hz6 Since indoor radio communication behaves differently in line of sight (LOS) and obstructed LOS environments, experiments to induce short time variations in the channel were performed in both environments. The four sets of experiments conducted were Care was taken to prohibit any other kind of activity or movement in the nearby vicinity when the profiles were being stored. For all four sets of data, the transmitter and the receiver were about 10m apart. For the LOS experiments, both the transmitter and the receiver were located in a large electronics laboratory, comprising typical laboratory equipment on wooden benches such as oscilloscopes, voltmeters and power supplies. For the obstructed LOS experiments, the transmitter and the receiver were separated by two walls having windowed glass. The walls were made of plasterboard with metal studs.
Results and discussions: The parameters describing the channel characteristics, which are investigated in this letter, are the RMS delay spread and the total multipath power'ss received in the entire band. These parameters were computed for each of the 100 profiles obtained, during the 5 s duration of every experiment. fluctuations in the multipath power were about 5dB as the transmitter antenna was moved and rotated around the given location at 10m. The RMS delay spread varied by about 4011s. Fig. 1 shows that whenever the received multipath power is small, the RMS delay spread is large and vice-versa. This suggests a correlation between the RMS delay spread and the received multipath power. The Pearson's coefficient was used to measure this correlation. The computed correlation coefficient was found to be 0.4, for the LOS experiments a and b, and 0.2 for the obstructed LOS sets e and d. and 12.8 ns, respectively. The obstructed LOS sets c and d has standard deviations 3.7 and 5.7 ns, respectively. The variations of the RMS delay spread in LOS environments is usually more than that in obstructed LOS environments. Fig. 3 shows the cumulative distributions of the multipath power for the four sets of experiments. The range of fluctuations in the multipath power were about the same and less power with respect to medlan.dE than 5 dB for all the experiments. The standard deviations of fluctuations in multipath power for all the data sets were around 1 dB. The standard deviation for local movements of the terminal was usually higher than that for local traffic around the terminals. The Rayleigh, Weibull and log-normal distributions were considered potential models for the received signal amplitudes collected from any data set. The parameters of these distributions were calculated' from the data obtained from any experiment. Fig. 4 shows the comparisons between the theoretical and the experimental distributions for experiment c, in the obstructed LOS environment. The horizontal axis is nor- Experiment C malised to the median value of the data in decibels. The Rayleigh distribution shows a poor fit to the data. Both the log-normal and the Weibull distributions provide closer fits with the log-normal distribution providing the closest fit. This conclusion was made for all the four experiments. For narrow band measurements fluctuations of power are usually much larger which results in a better fit for the Rayleigh distribution.6
Conclusions: Results of 910 MHz, pulsed multipath propagation experiments used to determine the effects of short time variations in the indoor ratio channel were presented. Variations in the RMS delay spread in LOS environments were found to be less than 40ns. In obstructed LOS environments the variations were below 20ns. The range of fluctuations in received multipath power during such short time variations was found to be less than 5dB. The log-normal distribution was shown to be the best fit for the fluctuations in the received multipath power.
Least squares methods have ban used for 3-D reconstruction from digital stereo images. A oreliminw estimate of the gl (xl, yr) and gr(x,, y,) be the grey level values in the two windows. The geometric transformation used is an affine linear transformation, i.e., where w(m, n) are the weights of a low-pass filter, defined in a five-by-five kernel and assumed to be separable and symmetric.
disparity ofpints to k-matcied in the-two images is required for the convergence of the method, A new approach b d on a ~~~d~ pyramid dmmposition of the stem hams and arrDfication of the least squares method at each Stereo matching: In our approach the estimate of the disparity at level 0 is reported at the top level K by successive divisions by 2. Applying the LMS algorithm at this level, a better leverof the p$&d is p-tcd.
Res& obtained from digitised stereo images and 3-D reconstruction are reported. approximation is obtained: this value is carried to the lower level multiplied by 2 and will be the new starting point for the LSM at level K -1. These operations are repeated until level Introduction: Least squares methods (LSM) are effective for the detection and recognition of corresponding points in two stereo A good estimate of the disparity between matching points is necessary, where disparity represents the difference of the co-ordinates of the points in the left and right image and depends on the relief of the scene taken. In our approach LSM is applied in a coarse-to-fine analysis based on Gaussian pyramid decomposition of images, which permits a gradual approach to the correct matching. k a t squares method: The basic idea of the use of LSM as a correlation method consists in W i n g an optimal matching of two homologous areas in the stereo images by minimising the sum of the squares of the di5erences between grey levels in the two areas. As the images are different perspective views of the same scene, they differ both in geometry (because of the relief of the scene) and in radiometry (because. of different exposures and different positions with respect to light sources). A geometric and a radiometric transformation are therefore considered.
Let (xI, yJ and (x,, y,) be the co-ordinates in the two windows of the left and the right image to be matched and let 81 2 0 is reached. Automatic recognition of gross errors is obtained by means of the root mean square (RMS) of the residuals: only if this value lies below a certain threshold is the matching considered to be correct and spatial (3-D) co-ordinates may be found.
The main advantage of the use of Gaussian pyramid consists in having at the top level K information about the entire image. If S is the distance from the initial estimate and the correct matching point at level 0, at level K this value will be reduced to S/2K.
3-0 reconstruction:
In our experiments tridimensional reconstruction has been obtained from aerial photographs. The calibration of the pictures was given by the stereoplotter Galileo Digicart 40, from the terrain co-ordinates of some reference points. By knowing the co-ordinates of the optical focus on the two plates it is possible, through simple geometric relations, to calculate the terrain co-ordinates from the plate co-ordinates of matching points.
In Figs. l a and b two fragments of the stereo photographs, digitised by two CCD cameras, are shown. They have a dimension of 512 x 512 pixels, corresponding to a resolution of about 15pm. A regular grid of 12 x 12 points, at a distance
